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        Agriculture has always played a 

significant role in Thailand for over 

hundreds of years.  Even now that we have 

become more industrialized, farming is still 

predominant especially in rural areas 

nationwide. There are a number of 

agricultural products that the country has 

been successfully exporting such as rice, 

corn, tapioca and rubber; nevertheless, rice 

production stands out to be the most 

important as it represents a valuable portion 

of the Thai economy.  Thailand is one of the 

largest rice exporters in the world and the 

popularity of the famous Thai rice rests on 

its excellent quality and distinct fragrance. 

        However, for the last 5 to 6 years, rice farmers who constitute the 

backbone of our agricultural economy have been suffering from the 

consequences of the controversial Thai Rice Pledging Scheme. Through 

this policy, rice farmers were promised a higher than market-price for their 

rice crop to increase their income, stockpile it to reduce global supply and 

drive up global prices, and resell it later at a higher price to recover the 

initial outlay.  But sadly, it instead created a massive turmoil in the farming 

sector and punctured the entire country’s rice production system. The 

competitive situation among major rice producers has become very intense 

as rice supply flooded the international market with prices plummeting, 

resulting in a giant stockpile of Thai rice that cannot find takers in the world 

market. At present, this mountain of rice has created storage headaches for 

the current government while seasonal farming and harvest continues, 



aggravating the already dwindling price of rice. Because of the rippling 

effect, the poor farmers are left financially burdened, most of them indebted 

even from the onset of the growing season as they have to pay for seeds, 

fertilizers and other costs. And to make matters worse, following the 

harvest, prices are set by rice millers and middlemen who have various 

techniques and tricks to lower their buying prices and increase their profit 

margins.  Many farmers felt they were deceived and hundreds of thousands 

are pleading for help. There is so much desperation and anxiety that some 

were almost suicidal due to their dire situation, prompting the government 

to execute rigorous price support measures. 

      Hearing about this, the Lionheart Society felt the urgency to offer some 

form of assistance as we recognize the plight of these poor farmers and 

their families.  With grain prices falling, we decided to help out where we 

can by directly purchasing rice from farmers in Tambon Skat, Ampher 

Sangkhra, Surin Province, Tambon Chorake Mak, Ampher Prakhonchai, 

Buriram Province, and Galasin Province without going through any 

middlemen or rice millers.  We sold these packed jasmine rice at Harrow, 

promoting rice as an alternative Christmas or New Year giveaway.  Knowing 

that rice is a staple for most Thai families and is fast becoming popular 

among foreigners, too, we knew that many will be delighted to help. 

Through this activity, farmers are not only relieved of their worries of to 

whom they will be able to sell their rice and at what price but provide them 

a more hopeful outlook on their hard work even at the face of financial.   

        Having conducted these successful sales on many occasions, we are 

very grateful for the overwhelming support the Harrow community has 

extended to us most especially to the parents who were very generous in 

their participation and patronized our goods. We would like to thank the 

Harrow faculty for promoting our sale as well as those who purchased rice 

from us. In total, we have sold approximately more than 4 tonnes of rice. 



       The Lionheart Society is aware of the fact that this project may have 

benefitted only a very small portion of the entire nation’s rice farming 

population but what we know for sure is that through this simple effort, we 

were able spread kindness and compassion to many who are battling 

difficulties and struggling to survive.  We strongly believe in the power of 

giving and team spirit, and as the famous saying goes, “Each of us can 

make a small 

difference. If 

we all make a 

difference 

together, our 

collective 

effort can truly 

change the 

world”.   

 

 

 

  



Rice from the Surin Province 

  



Rice from the Galasin Province 

  



Rice from the Buriram Province 


